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Revision History
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B 08/17/12 Correct clerical errors
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Introduction
Scope:

This Quality Manual is used by Tailor Tool to manage all activities associated with the design and 
production of customer products.  

Purpose:

This manual is intended to describe and provide control and transparency over all services and products 
provided by Tailor Tool.  ISO 9001:2008 is the basis for the creation of this Quality Manual.  The 
objective of this manual is to establish a solid quality system without creating an excessive cost burden. 
Most documentation will be stored electronically.  To keep costs low for non-critical parts and less-
critical parts, a simplified set of inspection and documentation requirements will be set for these 
products.

Background:

Tailor Tool was Established in May of 2012.  To provide customer confidence and create a clear set of 
organizational procedures, this manual and quality system were established in our first few months. 
Currently Lonnie Winn is the Sole Owner and Operator of Tailor Tool.  He has been designing with 
SolidWorks and machining since 1998.  He has experience with close tolerance Aerospace and Military 
products.  His adeptness with machining has led him into Mold Making, where he has spent many 
years designing and building close tolerance injection molds.  He has an Associates of Applied Science 
in Manufacturing Engineering from Weber State University.  He has a determination to provide 
customers with excellent service and quality products.
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Quality Management System

4.1 General Requirements:

Tailor Tool has established, documented, and implemented a Quality Management System in 
accordance with the requirements of ISO 9001:2008.  This Quality Management System is described in 
this document.  

As part of the Quality Management Systems Tailor Tool has:

· Identified the processes needed for the Quality Management System and their application throughout 
the organization.
· Identified the sequence and interaction of processes related to the Quality Management System.  
· Tailor Tool is committed to supporting its Quality Management System and provides sufficient 
resources to ensure activities take place as required.  

This Quality Management System is Maintained and Improved through the regular customer feedback, 
internal audits and actions taken by the President of Tailor Tool. 

All of the processes described above are managed by Tailor Tool in accordance with the requirements 
listed in ISO 9001:2008.

Tailor Tool outsources operations within its Quality Management System.  Whenever outsourcing 
occurs, the Tailor Tool Quality Management System is used to control these processes.  Processes 
outsourced include:

Grinding
Welding
Heat-Treating
Plating/Anodizing
EDM
CNC Turning
Metal Fabrication
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4.2 Documentation Requirements

4.2.1 General

The Tailor Tool Quality Management System is based on the following documents:

- Material Tracking
- Inspection tool Certification and Tracking
- Inspection Reports and Statistical Process Control documentation
- Part Prints and CAD Files
- Cutting tool and holder Tracking 
- Machine Setup Documentation
- This Quality Manual
- Documented Procedures (contained within this Quality Manual)
· Quality Records as described in element 4.2.4 of this Quality Manual

4.2.2 Quality Manual

Tailor Tool has established this Quality Manual to support its activities.  Documented Procedures that 
support the Tailor Tool Quality Manual are referenced within this Manual and include:

· 4.2.3 Control of Documents
· 4.2.4 Control of Quality Records
· 7.2.2 Internal Quality Audits
· 7.3 Control of Nonconforming Product
· 7.5.2 Corrective Action
· 7.5.3 Preventive Action
The description of the interaction between the processes of the Quality Management System is 
described within this document.

4.2.3 Control of Documents

Documents required by the Tailor Tool Quality Management System are controlled. This control 
ensures that:

· Documents are approved for adequacy prior to use
· Documents are reviewed and updated as necessary and re-approved
· Changes and the current revision status of documents are identified
· Relevant versions of applicable documents are available at points of use
· Ensure that documents remain legible and readily identifiable
· Documents of external origin are identified and their distribution controlled
· Obsolete documents are not unintentionally used
· Obsolete documents are suitably identified when they are retained
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4.2.4 Control of Quality Records

Tailor Tool controls all records associated with the maintenance of its Quality Management System. 
This control ensures that Quality Records:

· Remain legible
· Are readily identifiable
· Are retrievable

Methods utilized provide for the control of Quality Records including:

· Identification
· Storage
· Protection
· Retrieval
· Retention time
· Disposition
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Management Requirements

5.1 Management Commitment

The President of Tailor Tool demonstrates his commitment to the development and implementation of 
the Quality Management Systems and to continually improving its effectiveness by:
· Communicating to all personnel the importance of meeting customer as well as statutory and 
regulatory requirements
· Establishing its Quality Policy
· Ensuring Quality Objectives are established
· Conducting Management Reviews
· Ensuring personnel performing tasks are provided with the resources needed
· Identifying and implementing new practices and methods to ensure continual improvement

5.2 Customer Focus

The President of Tailor Tool ensures that all customer requirements are determined and fulfilled with 
the aim of enhancing customer satisfaction.  Methods for accomplishing this are described in this 
Quality Manual.
 
5.3 Quality Policy

The President of Tailor Tool has established a Quality Policy that is appropriate to its operations and 
activities.  The Quality Policy includes a commitment to comply with requirements and continually 
improve the effectiveness of the Quality Management System.  This Policy also provides the 
framework for the establishment and review of Tailor Tool Quality Objectives.  The Tailor Tool Quality 
Policy is:

Our firm policy is to deliver quality products, on time, at competitive prices. Through clear  
communication we arrive at an understanding of each customer’s requirements and then  
commit ourselves to fulfilling them with precision.  We will achieve our stated goals by  
continuously improving our quality system and manufacturing methods to deliver a defect-
free product. 
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5.4 Planning

5.4.1 Quality Objectives

The President of Tailor Tool has established Quality Objectives to support its Quality Management 
System.  These objectives include those needed to meet requirements for product.  Tailor Tool Quality 
Objectives are established at relevant functions within the company and are measurable.  The Tailor 
Tool Quality Objectives are consistent with the Tailor Tool Quality Policy.
The Tailor Tool Quality Objectives are:

- Establish clear documented communication of customer requirements and expectations.
- Ensure that these requirements and expectations are communicated to those responsible  
for production by clearly stating them on the Job Cover Sheet.
- All individuals responsible for manufacture or inspection of customer products are  
sufficiently trained and supervised.
- Final Visual and Dimensional inspection of Customer parts are performed by Highly  
competent personnel.   
- Customer feedback is translated into improvements in Quality Management and  
Production processes.  
- Our main objective is for Tailor Tool to be considered the most dependable supplier of  
Machined Parts in terms of Quality and Delivery time.

5.4.2 Quality Management System Planning

The President of Tailor Tool is responsible for the planning of the Quality Management System.  This 
planning is carried out in order to meet the requirements given in Element 4.1 and the Quality 
Objectives.  The President of Tailor Tool is responsible for ensuring the integrity of the Quality 
Management System is maintained when changes to the Quality Management System are planned and 
implemented.

5.5 Responsibility, Authority and Communication

5.5.1 Responsibility and Authority

The President of Tailor Tool ensures that responsibilities, authorities and their interrelation are defined 
and communicated within the organization.  All Quality Management Responsibilities and Authorities 
are described in the Company Organizational Chart made available to all employees.
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5.5.2 Management Representative

The President is the Management Representative.  The Management Representative has the 
responsibility and authority to:
· Ensure that processes needed for the Quality management System are established, implemented and
maintained.
· Reporting on the performance of the Quality Management System and any need for improvement.  
Reports are part of the management review and include customer satisfaction and continuous 
improvement issues.
· Ensuring the promotion of awareness of customer requirements throughout the organization by face-
to-face communication and by setting the standard of performance for day-to-day tasks.

5.5.3 Internal communication

The President of Tailor Tool ensures that appropriate communication processes are established within 
the organization and that communication takes place regarding the effectiveness of the Quality 
Management System.  This communication is typically face-to-face but may consist of written 
correspondence between employees at any function or level within the organization.

5.6 Management Review

5.6.1 General

The President of Tailor Tool and designated staff reviews the organization’s Quality Management 
System on a semi annual basis.  This review is intended to ensure the continuing suitability, adequacy 
and effectiveness of the Quality Management System.  Included as part of this review is the assessment 
of opportunities for improvement and the need for changes in the Quality Management System, the 
Quality Policy and Quality Objectives.

5.6.2 Management Review Input

Inputs to management reviews at Tailor Tool consist of:
· Results of internal and external audits of the Quality Management System.  
· Feedback provided by customers.  This feedback may be formally solicited or initiated by the 
customer and may be in any format
· Process performance and product conformity 
· Status of preventive and corrective action
· Follow-up actions from previous management reviews contained in records of management review
· Planned changes that could affect the Quality Management System including personnel, equipment, 
product or customer changes.
· Recommendations for improvement to the Quality Management System or any of its related processes
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5.6.3 Management Review Outputs

Outputs resulting form management reviews at Tailor Tool include all decisions and actions related to
· Improvements to the effectiveness of the Quality Management System.
· Improvement of product related to customer requirements.  The Quality Manual or other documents 
may be amended based on the results of Management Reviews
· Resource requirements 
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Resource Management
6.1 Provision of Resources

Tailor Tool has determined and provides resources necessary for the organization to:
· Implement and maintain the Quality Management system and continually improve its effectiveness 
· Enhance customer satisfaction by meeting customer requirements

These resources include but are not limited to:

· Time
· Equipment
· Budget
· Tools
· Supplies

6.2 Human Resources

6.2.1 General

Tailor Tool ensures that personnel performing work that affects product quality are competent.  This 
competence is based on appropriate:
· Education – formal education provided by an educational institution
· Training – provided as OJT or coaching
· Skills – result of previous work activities
· Experience – result of activities performed inside and outside the organization

6.2.2 Competence, Awareness and Training

Tailor Tool determines the needs for competence, Awareness and Training of personnel.  These 
requirements are determined by the President with the intent of ensuring customer requirements are 
met.  Steps in this process ensure that:

· Necessary competence for personnel performing work affecting product quality is determined.
· Training is provided or other actions take place to ensure that these skills are acquired.  This may be 
done through OJT, seminars or coaching
· Evaluates the effectiveness of the actions taken to acquire skills.  This is done by direct observation of 
the performance of work or the results of completion of assigned tasks.
· Ensures that personnel are aware of the relevance and importance of their activities and how they 
contribute to the achievement of the Tailor Tool Quality Objectives.  This is done by face-to-face 
communication.  This communication includes requirements that may be unique to specific customer
jobs.
· Records of education, training skills and experience are maintained in employee files
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6.3 Infrastructure

Tailor Tool has determined and provides the infrastructure needed to achieve conformity of product 
requirements.  

· Well-maintained CNC machining centers
· Multitude of essential tooling and attachments
· Assortment of finishing and cleaning equipment
· Quality control tools consisting of measuring instruments necessary to inspect machined parts
· CAD/CAM System
· Networked computer system and software to control shop floor quality data
· This Quality Management System

6.4 Work Environment

Tailor Tool has determined and provides the work environment needed to achieve conformity of 
product requirements.  The infrastructure provided includes:

· Spacious work areas 
· Clean and dry compressed air supply system
· Clean and organized work environment
· Technology driven
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Product Realization
7.1 Planning of Product Realization

Specific plans for critical products are outlined in the Job Folder associated with that project.  These 
plans, when applied to a unique customer job take into account the quality objectives associated with 
that job.  Within each unique job plan, processes and documents are established to support results and 
customer satisfaction.  This includes any required verification, validation, monitoring, inspection and 
test activities required by the customer or determined to be necessary for customer satisfaction.  The 
Tailor Tool Job Folder provides a record of the tasks associated with each job.

7.2 Customer Related Processes

7.2.1 Determination of Requirements Related to the Product

To ensure customer satisfaction the identification of unique customer requirements is critical.  To 
accomplish this Tailor Tool ensures:

· Customer requirements are documented for each job.  This includes Customer supplied prints and job 
folder.  These documented requirements form the basis for all Tailor Tool activities. Whenever there are 
delivery specifications, these are included in the documented requirements.
· Standards required by generally accepted good practices are engineered into each Tailor Tool job.  
These are included to ensure that completed jobs meet requirements.
· Statutory and Regulatory requirements are incorporated as appropriate into each job.
· Additional requirements that are needed are identified and incorporated into each job as appropriate to 
ensure manufacturability of the completed product.

7.2.2 Review of Requirements Related to the Product

Once Tailor Tool receives Customer requirements, a review is conducted prior to the commitment to 
supply the product.  This review:

· Ensures customer requirements are adequately defined and documented on Customer supplied 
documents or in the Job Folder.  These requirements may include specifications, drawings, or 
written descriptions of the product.
· Any inconsistencies or differences between customer supplied requirements, Tailor Tool Notes or 
verbal communications are identified.  Resolutions of these differences are undertaken by email, phone 
or face to face.
· Tailor Tool does not accept orders that it does not have the capability to fulfill
Emailed or written records of the results of the review including Tailor Tool and customer acceptance 
of the order terms and conditions are kept on file to provide a record of this activity.
When Tailor Tool develops/creates the documented requirements that represents customer needs, both 
Tailor Tool and the customer prior to acceptance confirm these.  The President of Tailor Tool is 
responsible for amending and as necessary, re-approving and documenting product changes associated 
with jobs.
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7.2.3 Customer Communication

Tailor Tool has established methods for effectively communicating with customers:

· Product information is transmitted by email or in person.
· Inquiries, contracts or order handling information including amendments to orders are handled as 
required by the customer
· Open channels of communication are established with each customer to determine their level of 
satisfaction and/or dissatisfaction.  This feedback is provided on a regular basis as the job evolves.  As 
determined by Tailor Tool Management, additional more formal feedback methods may be used on 
specified jobs.

7.3 Design and Development

Tailor Tool does not perform design or development activities for critical products.  Tailor Tool does 
provide engineering services for the design of simple machines and assembly fixtures.  Tailor Tool may 
assist in the design and development of non-critical consumer products.  All designed parts are fully 
approved by the customer and these services are done in accordance with customer requirements.

7.4 Purchasing

7.41 Purchasing Processes

Tailor Tool ensures that purchased product conforms to specified purchase requirements.  The type and 
extent of control exercised by Tailor Tool over suppliers is dependent on the effect of the purchased 
product on the final product.  Suppliers are evaluated according to their ability to meet Tailor Tool 
requirements.  The criteria for selection of suppliers and their evaluation criteria are:
Type of Supplier 
Type of evaluation
Stocking Vendor Is it available at the time it is needed
History of on time shipments
Past performance
Responsiveness
Ability to correct problems

7.4.2 Purchasing Information

Each order placed by Tailor Tool provides information necessary for the supplier or subcontractor to 
successfully fill the order.  These requirements vary from order to order and will include as appropriate:

· Requirements for approval of the product ordered, procedures for product fulfillment, processes 
required for product creation and equipment to be used
· Requirements for the qualification of personnel producing the product
· Quality Management System Requirements

Tailor Tool reviews each order for accuracy prior to submission to the supplier or subcontractor.
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7.4.3 Verification of Purchased Product

Tailor Tool conducts verification of purchased product as required.  These requirements are designated 
as follows:

· Customer may specify these requirements as part of their documentation
· President of Tailor Tool may specify these requirements based on the type of product ordered and 
the risks associated with the product.

7.5 Production and Service Provision

7.5.1 Control of Product and Service Provision

Tailor Tool plans and carries out production activities under controlled conditions.  These controlled 
conditions include:

· Information that describes the characteristics of the product are provided on customer prints and other 
supporting documents
· Work instructions are provided in the Job Folder
· Suitable equipment is designated in the Job Folder
· Measuring devices such as gauge blocks, micrometers etc.
· Implementation of required monitoring and measurement activities as designated in the Job Folder
· Release of products is controlled as describe in the Job Folder

7.5.2 Validation of Processes for Production and Service Provision

Tailor Tool does a first article inspection on all jobs.  This inspection is designed to ensure that product, 
tooling and equipment is capable of supplying products that meet customer requirements.  This 
evaluation ensures that:

· Criteria listed in the Job Folder are used to perform the evaluation
· Equipment is capable of providing parts that meet customer requirements
· Personnel are capable of producing parts that meet customer requirements
· Specific requirements for validation or verification are listed in the notes section of the Job Folder or
on customer prints
· Records required by customers or by Tailor Tool are documented
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7.5.3 Identification and Traceability

When a customer requirement for Identification or Traceability is specified, the President of Tailor Tool 
develops the methodology that will be applied to meet the unique customer requirement.  This includes 
as appropriate the identification of:

· Part number
· Tool numbers
· Material Lot number 
· Customer name
· Inspection Equipment Certification

The means to perform the identification is dependent on the item to be identified or traced.  This 
identification then becomes a unique record of the item.

7.5.4 Customer Property

Tailor Tool exercises care with regard to customer property.  Customer property includes, but is not 
limited 
to:

· Sample parts
· Computer Diskettes
· Equipment
· Tooling
· Documents including blueprints

The actions taken by Tailor Tool ensure that customer property is appropriately identified, verified, 
protected and safeguarded and available for use as required by the job.  When customer property is 
found to be unsuitable for use, the customer is notified and a record of this notification is kept on file.

7.5.5 Preservation of Product

Preservation of product at Tailor Tool takes place to ensure that parts and customer supplied product 
takes place to ensure that these items are available for use throughout all phases of jobs.  This 
preservation includes control over three activities:

· Receipt
· Build
· Shipment

Control activities ensure that all necessary actions are taken to assure the proper identification, 
handling, packaging, storage and protection of materials.  Preservation activities include but are not 
limited to:

· Protection from damage (cosmetic and functional)
· Packaging
· Protection from damage during handling
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7.6 Control of Monitoring and Measuring Devices

Tailor Tool has identified those pieces of equipment that require control and or calibration.  For each 
item identified, the process used for calibration is stipulated on our Inspection Equipment Calibration 
Schedule.  Complete instructions for calibration activities are contained in the calibration file.
Control of this equipment ensures:

· Equipment is calibrated at the appropriate interval to ensure its availability for use.  
· Equipment is calibrated against requirements that are traceable to international standards
· Equipment is adjusted/readjusted as necessary to maintain status
· Equipment is identified to include calibration status
· Equipment is safeguarded to prevent adjustments that would invalidate measurements
· Equipment is protected from damage and deterioration during handling maintenance and storage

When equipment is found to be out of calibration an assessment is undertaken to record the validity of 
previous measuring results.  Corrective action is taken to resolve the problem or the customer is 
notified when they may be affected.  Records of calibration are maintained to demonstrate equipment 
qualification.
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Measurement Analysis and Improvement

8.1 General

Tailor Tool develops plans to implement the monitoring, measurement analysis and improvement 
processes needed to ensure quality.  This plan includes:

Demonstration of product conformity by conducting specific defined measurements on products as 
defined by the customer or determined by Tailor Tool Management.  Records of these measurements 
are made and used to verify conformance or to take corrective action.  Tailor Tool conducts Internal 
Audits as a measure of the effectiveness of its Quality Management System
The results of product and process measurements and measures of the effectiveness of the Quality 
Management 
System are used as part of the company’s continuous improvement process.

8.2 Monitoring and Measurement

8.2.1 Customer Satisfaction

Customer satisfaction data is solicited by the President of Tailor Tool on each job.  This is done by face 
to face conversations or by telephone.  Results of this feedback are used to formulate actions that 
resolve problems and provide for continuous improvement.

8.2.2 Internal Audit

Internal audits are undertaken by Tailor Tool as a means of determining the effectiveness of their 
Quality Management System. Internal Audits take place annually or at any shorter interval that is 
determined by the President of the company.  An internal audit checklist based on this Quality Manual 
and associated procedures is used as the basis for this audit.  Adjustments are made to the planned audit 
schedule based on:

· Status and importance of the topic to be audited
· Results of customer audits
· Results of previous internal audits
· Results of customer feedback

Personnel performing internal audits are assigned in a way to ensure that they are independent from the 
subject that is audited.  Follow-up activities are taken to ensure that actions are taken and that these 
results are verified and reported to company management.
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8.2.3 Monitoring and Measurement of Process

Monitoring and Measurement of Process takes place as determined by the Customer or by the President 
of Tailor Tool.  These measurements are unique to each customer job and may include:

· Data analysis (SPC or other)
· Approved process control plan
· Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

Measurements are designed to demonstrate the ability of the processes to achieve planned results. 
Results of measurements are used to provide feedback to the process so that corrective actions can be 
taken.  When requested, results of measurements are also provided to customers as part of the 
completed job.

8.2.4 Monitoring and Measurement of Product

Monitoring and Measurement of Product takes place as determined by the Customer or by the President 
of Tailor Tool.  These measurements are unique to each customer product and may include:

· An approved quality plan
· 1st article inspection data
· Critical characteristic measurement data
· SPC data submitted to customer
· SPC data saved to data base

Measurements are designed to demonstrate the conformance of the product to specified requirements. 
Results of measurements are used to provide feedback to the process so that corrective actions can be 
taken.  When requested, results of measurements are also provided to customers as part of the 
completed job.  Results of measurements including the responsible authority for the measurement 
constitute a record of product release to the customer.  This release to the customer does not take place 
until all requirements have been met.

8.3 Control of Nonconforming Product

Tailor Tool controls all nonconforming products to prevent unintended use or delivery to the customer.  
This control includes but is not limited to:

· Identification
· Segregation
· Destruction / Disposal

The Production Manager of Tailor Tool is responsible for the control of Nonconforming Product.  
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8.4 Analysis of Data

Tailor Tool uses data analysis as a means for demonstrating the suitability and the effectiveness of its 
Quality management System.  This data is also used to evaluate continual improvement.  Data includes:

· Feedback from customers on their level of satisfaction with jobs or products
· Product or process data gathered during the production processes
· Characteristics or trends of processes and products including those that could lead to preventive 
actions
· Performance of Suppliers and Subcontractors

8.5 Improvement

8.5.1 Continual Improvement

Tailor Tool is committed to continual improvement in every aspect of its operations.  This improvement 
is accomplished by the use of the most recent technological developments that are appropriate, the use 
of customer feedback, analysis of data related to product and process and from analysis of the 
effectiveness of the Quality Management System.  The President of Tailor Tool is responsible for all 
Continual Improvement Activities.

8.5.2 Corrective Action

Tailor Tool takes actions to eliminate the causes of non-conformance as a means of preventing their 
recurrence.  The type and extent of corrective actions taken are determined by the President of the 
company and are appropriate to the effects of the non-conformance encountered.  The corrective action 
system includes:

· Reviewing problems including customer complaints
· Determining the causes of problems
· Evaluating the need for action to ensure the non-conformities do not recur
· Recording the results of actions taken
· Reviewing the corrective action taken

The President of Tailor Tool is responsible for taking or assigning actions to resolve problems.  Once 
actions have been taken on an identified problem, a record of this action is taken which may be in any 
form that is determined to be appropriate by the President.  A review of corrective actions taken is 
conducted as part of the company management review process.
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8.5.3 Preventive Action

Preventive actions are identified and taken by Tailor Tool as part of their continuous improvement 
process and as a means of assuring customer satisfaction.  These actions are designed to eliminate the 
causes of problems before they occur.  A documented procedure is used to describe the requirements of 
this activity.  
Preventive Action includes:

· Determining the potential for problems and their causes
· Evaluating the need for preventive action
· Determining and implementing action
· Keeping records of actions taken
· Reviewing the actions taken
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